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Abstract: The tremendous progress in the internet of things incorporating multitudes of wireless interfaces have ended up with 

dense deployment of multi-networks that are associated with the internet of things and supported by wireless communications 

that are heterogeneous.  Effective management of the multi-networks with a proper flow scheduling and a mobility management 

in order to provide a seamless conveyance are a tedious and a challenging task. The incompatibility of the software defined 

networks to manage with the densely deployed multi networks has increased the necessity for developing a more suitable flow 

scheduler and mobility manager for the multi networks of internet of things. So this paper presents the Improved- flow 

scheduling and the mobility management protocol (IFSMM) to guarantee the network performance that provides a seamless 

accessing of internet of things. The IFSMM is simulated using the NS-2 to confirm the performance achievement through the 

proper management of the transmission on the grounds of throughput, latency and the jitter.  

Keywords: Internet of Things, Multi-Networks, Flow-Schedule, Mobility- Management, Improved Throughput, Improved Jitter, 

Improved Latency, Software Defined Networks.  

1. INTRODUCTION  

The progressing advancements and the tremendous developments in the in the wireless communication has made the 

internet of things more popular. Moreover the ubiquitousness of the consumer devices has kindled the interest of 

more and more users towards the internet of things. This has also increased the applications associated with the 

internet of things in the rural as well as the urban areas. The real time applications of the internet of things 

incorporate different networks access and connectivity as they are anticipated to be heterogeneous. The 

heterogeneous internet of things application connecting using multiple radio-communications such as the Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth and the cellular results with the framing multi networks that is spread geographically. The variety found 
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in the multi-networks introduces challenges in the optimization and the co-operation in the utilization of resources 

that are heterogeneous.  

The dense deployment of the IOT-multinetworks (IOT-MN) in the urban as well as the rural areas causes a very 

heavy traffic flow that is changing. So this has become a very prominent area of research, the researcher’s attained 

multiple solutions that improves the configuration and the access of the network devices but found to be unsuitable 

due to the excess power consumption and the limited power availability in the service networks. The software 

defined networking [1] that is found to present the possible remedies in managing the flow, updating and storing of 

huge flow of information’s also remains unsuitable and incompatible for the densely deployed heterogeneous multi 

networks.  The figure.1 below shows the overall frame work of the SDN  

 

Fig .1 Frame Work of SDN [1] 

The prevailing software defined networks implementation appears to be unsuitable for the handling the entailments 

of the ubiquitous applications of the internet of things due to their heterogeneity.  

So in this paper the Improved- flow scheduling and the mobility management protocol (IFSMM) to guarantee the 

network performance that provides a seamless accessing of internet of things is put forth to manage the 

heterogeneous-multi network internet of things applications that are geographically wide spread.  
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The remaining of the paper is organized as follows  

The section II explains the related works on the prevailing SDN networks and the challenges in SDN in managing 

the heterogeneous-multi network internet of things applications. 

The Section III provides the explanation on the proposed Improved- flow scheduling and the mobility management 

protocol (IFSMM) to regulate the flow and the mobility of the IOT-MN. 

The Section IV presents the result analysis of the proposed IFSMM and its comparison with the prevailing SDN 

The Section V is the conclusion followed by the references.   

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Yu, et al [2], presents the “survey on the state of the art and future directions for the ultra-dense networks” Ojo, et al 

[3], presents the “implementation of the network virtualization in the software defined networks” Bera, et al [4], 

details the entailment of the “software defined networks for the internet of things”  

Liu et al [5], elaborates the "Device-to-device communications for enhancing quality of experience in software 

defined multi-tier LTE-A networks."   Hakiri, et al [6], puts forth the “"Leveraging SDN for the 5G networks: 

trends, prospects and challenges." Uddin et al [7], details the "The SCALE2 multi-network architecture for IoT-

based resilient communities."Aloi, et al [8], presents the “details of the multi-networks based on the mobile multi-

technology gateway to enable IoT interoperability." 

Jonsson,et al [9], presents the “Telecommunications method for multi-network communications”  and Vaziri et al 

[10], provides the "Multi-network exchange system for telephony applications." The "Network slicing based 5G and 

future mobile networks: mobility, resource management, and challenges."  Is proposed by Zhang et al [11], Kobo, et 

al [12], elaborates the "survey on software-defined wireless sensor networks: Challenges and design 

requirements."Pandian et al [13] puts forth the "Enhanced Edge Model for Big Data in the Internet of Things Based 

Applications." Bhalaji et al [14] puts forward the "Delay Diminished Efficient Task Scheduling and Allocation for 

Heterogeneous Cloud Environment."  
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The author S. Smys et al [15] puts forward the "Performance analysis of heuristic clustered (HC) architecture in 

wireless networks." he also details the recently established “Inventive Systems on Smart Cities." To manage the 

heterogeneity in the network [16] Raj, Jennifer S et al [17] and [18] proposes the "A new distributed architecture for 

connectivity analysis in wireless networks." and the "Dynamic Adaptive Topology Control in Highly Mobile 

Environment” to enhance the connectivity and the control of the network.  The table.1 provides the details of the 

challenges related to the software defined network in supporting the IOT-MN. Bhalaji, et al [21] in his paper 

elaborates the “Delay Diminished Efficient Task Scheduling and Allocation for Heterogeneous Cloud Environment” 

 

Table.1 Challenges of the Software Defined Networks [6], [11], [12] 
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3. PROPOSED IMPROVED- FLOW SCHEDULING AND THE MOBILITY MANAGEMENT 

PROTOCOL (IFSMM) 

The proposed method to improve the seamless access of the internet of things devices in the distributed software 

defined network puts forth a protocol to enhance the scheduling and managing the mobility of the IOT-MN. The 

proposed method initiates with the clustering of the network based on the geographical locations, followed by the 

selection of the optimal access-points as the consumer devices with the ubiquitousness are related various types of 

accessing-points such as the Bluetooth, WiMAX, Wi-Fi, cellular etc. and establish local connection using variety of 

switches in-order to appeal for different for forms of data flow. The large-scale SDN is employed to monitor the 

complete data flow that takes place under the different clusters and the number of devices added and removed from 

the clusters and maintains the details in a local controlling device that makes the information’s of the number of 

users and the average utilization of the resources available to all the clusters.  

The proposed architecture involves the components such as the controller, switches, access points and the IOT 

devices. The controller in the control plane monitors the data flow into the network and gathers its description about 

the network from the IOT-MN and saves it in the network. The proposed protocol is now utilized to cluster the 

network and schedule the flow by proper selection of the access points within the cluster with minimum delay 

(      ), maximum energy (      ), minimum mobility (       ) and high throughput (        ). The fig.2 

below provides flow chart of the proposed process.  
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Fig .1 Flow Chart of the Proposed Process 

The request entering into the network through the data layer is monitored by the control layer and stored in the data 

collection center. The proposed method now initiates the clustering of the network using the K-means clustering 

[19] based on the geographical location and employs a control head to every cluster. Now the heuristic scheduling 

algorithm based on the PSO (particle swarm optimization) [20] is utilized to determine the befitting access-point 

with the minimum delay (      ), maximum energy (      ), minimum mobility (       ) and high throughput 

(           from all the clusters. The optimal access points selected are used for the conveying of the information.  

The controller that monitors the data flow into the network also keeps note of the entry and exit of the users in the 

each cluster. This enables cluster to have the details of the average resource utilized and the number of users 

engaged. This monitoring also enables the user to have a seamless IOT access when the person moves from one 

cluster to the next. The record maintained by the main controller enables the local controller head of the each cluster 

to get the previous details associated with the user newly entering into the one cluster from another cluster. The fig.3 

shows the proposed algorithm protocol for managing the flow of data in the IOT-MN 
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Fig.3 Proposed Protocol  

4. RESULT ANALYSIS  

The proposed method of seamless internet of things access with a proper flow control and the mobility management 

is evaluated using the network ssimualtor-2 for various numbers of requests ranging 10 to 100 over a simulation 

time of 2500s under different network configuration such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, WiMAX, Zigbee, and cellular to 

confirm the performance achievement through the proper management of the transmission on the grounds of 

throughput, latency and the jitter. 
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Fig.4 Throughput, Jitter and Latency 

The fig.4 above shows the percentage of the actual values of the throughput, jitter and the latency for the multi 

networks on using the Improved-Flow Scheduling Mobility Management protocol that enhances the performance by 

a proper flow scheduling with befitting access point selection.  
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Table.2 Performance Comparison 

The table.2 shows the performance comparison of the IFSMM with the prevailing SDN for the jitter, throughput and 

the latency observed for the different number of the user request. The results obtained shows that the proposed 

IFSMM shows 30 % higher throughput than the expected and the prevailing SDN , 15 % improvement in  latency 

than and 10% improvement in jitter observed.  

5. CONCLUSION  

This paper presents the seamless accessing of the internet of things in multi-network by proposing an Improved-

Flow Scheduling Mobility Management protocol that enhances the performance by a proper flow scheduling with 

befitting access point selection using the kmeans and the PSO. The proposed method is simulated using the network 

simulator-2 to confirm the performance up gradation provided in the SDN for the IOT-MN on the grounds of the 

throughput, jitter and the latency and it was observed that IFSMM shows 30 % higher throughput than the expected 

and the prevailing SDN , 15 % improvement in  latency and 10% improvement in jitter. The future work of the 

paper is to continue developing a load balancing, fault tolerant network for the multi-network-internet of things. 
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